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Dining & Coffee Tables

Portland



Portland  
Collection

As the sunlight fades below the horizon,
a gentle arc emerges as the land meets the sea



The Portland collection 
celebrates solid timber 

and gentle curves, 
featuring dining tables, 
seating and a series of 
refined coffee tables. 

Designed by Justin Hutchinson
for Kett Furniture

Inside Looking Out



A town rich in history

The Portland Collection
Australian Designed & Made

Elegantly preserved historic buildings grace 
Portland’s streets, and the iconic Whalers Bluff 

Lighthouse, reflects its colonial and maritime history. 
The 19th-century architecture, featuring the Portland 

Town Hall, Court House, and Customs House, 
maintains the town’s old-world allure.

Portland, Victoria; a coastal town where rugged 
clif fs embrace the sea. Home to the only deep-water 
international port in Victoria, Portland plays a pivotal 
role in the trade of commodities like grain, timber, 
and aluminium.



Capturing the  
essence of place
The Portland Collection is inspired by the tones, textures 
and silhouettes of the rugged headlands, bays and 
landmarks that define this iconic region.



Exploration of Portland’s landscape has inspired an expansion of the Kett finishes. 
Timber stains Natural, Light Walnut, Exhibition and new ‘Smoked Oak’ reveal the beauty 
of the natural grain. New lacquers in subdued tones City, Mangrove and Ocean provide 
a consistent contemporary finish while retaining an echo of the grain within. The updated 
range of ceramics provide a durable, non-porous surface in muted colourways.

Guide Only This is an indicative guide only. Please refer to physical Kett samples for a 
more accurate representation of actual finishes.

A palette shaped by the 
natural environment

Stain

Lacquer

Ceramic

Larsen Amaranto Muschio

Light WalnutNatural ExhibitionSmoked Oak

OceanCity Mangrove



Meet the designer,
Justin Hutchinson

Justin’s furniture career to date has helped define some of our most loved landmarks and has 
been recognised internationally as well as in exhibitions such as ‘Melbourne Now’, presented 
at the National Gallery of Victoria. His experience spans almost two decades from production 
hand, in-house designer, lecturer and business founder, into a highly experienced Design 
Director. Co-founding Kett back in 2016, his portfolio of furniture celebrates local design and 
manufacturing, reflecting our Australian way of life.



“In a world crowded by 
poorly made things, it is a 
pleasure and a privilege to 

spend each day working 
on products that are 

designed to last.” 

Justin Hutchinson
Design Director, Kett Furniture

The Portland Collection



The Kett 
design studio
Born amongst the green surrounds of the Abbotsford 
Convent, Kett’s Design Studio has found a new home 
in Brunswick, Melbourne, an area with a rich history of 
making, from textiles to glassware, ceramics, and brick. 

Each day, Justin Hutchinson leads a talented team of 
designers and embraces the challenges that shape 
Kett’s timeless furniture collections.

The team source only the highest quality materials 
when developing the collections, all the time striving 

for design that enriches the everyday.

The Portland Collection
Australian Designed & Made



Each Kett design is the result of many small 
innovations, producing an uncompromising level of 
authenticity and precision. As the Design Director 

at Kett, Justin and his team focus on reductionism, 
employing sketching, a process of paring back, and 

cultivating a clear direction for each piece.

A detailed process  
of refinement



Kett create furniture 
collections that are honest 
in their use of materials & 
united in their craft.

The Portland dining and coffee tables are made in Australia by our experienced team of local 
craftspeople. The Portland armchair frames are made in Italy, then stained and upholstered in 
Melbourne across two specialised workshops. Each piece of the Portland collection is crafted 
and finished by hand with exceptional attention to detail.



A Portland Pedestal Dining Table in progress, 
the precision-engineered timber base is refined 
and finished by our team of industry experts.

Kett produces furniture defined by the maker; cutting, 
sewing, turning and shaping materials into carefully 

curated forms. Kett believes that skilled craftspeople 
are vital to the success of the brand, as knowledge and 

techniques are passed from one maker to the next.

Made locally by hand

The Portland Collection
Australian Designed & Made



Designed & Made in Australia

Portland Arc Dining Table

Portland Arc  
Dining Table

Vessels find safe anchorage as quiet 
bays of fer protection from rough waters



The Portland Arc Dining Table draws inspiration from 
the scenic bays found in the region. Its graceful, 
curved legs reflect the protection these bays offer 
to tall ships amidst rough waters, while the tabletop 
shape pays homage to the many vessels that found 
secure anchorage in Portland’s harbor.

The Arc table features inset legs, creating 
ample space for guests to gather. The 320cm 
size accommodates up to 12, while the 280cm 
comfortably seats up to 10 people. 

Portland Arc Dining Table_Smoked Oak
Portland Side & Armchair_Frame_Smoked Oak

Upholstery_Ultimo Oliva Leather



Designed & Made in Australia

Portland Pedestal Dining Table

Portland Pedestal 
Dining Table

A tall building stands at the end of the land, 
shining a bright light out into the night sea



The Portland Pedestal Dining Table is a thoughtful 
tribute to the three prominent headlands that define 
the region, with three distinct sections around the 
base of the table. Additionally drawing inspiration from 
the iconic lighthouse, the table pays homage to its 
vital role in guiding numerous ships through the waters 
as they sailed around the Portland region on their way 
from Adelaide to Melbourne.

Portland Pedestal Dining Table_Smoked Oak



Frame Made in Italy, Stained & Upholstered in Australia

Portland Armchair

Portland
Dining Chairs

Light is captured in lace upon the water blue 
as it rolls and shines, the wind lif ts to turn 

great arms, ever persistent and infinite



The Portland Dining Chairs feature a lightweight ash 
frame and classic tailored details. The distinctive arm 
follows a smooth, single line, complemented by the 
gentle curves of sturdy legs. The broad, cushioned 
seat is supported by flexible webbing, ensuring 
ultimate comfort and ample support for the body. 

The timber is finished in natural stains and upholstery 
is made to order in Melbourne in your fabric or 
leather of choice.

Portland Armchair & Side Chair_Frame_Smoked Oak
Upholstery_Ultimo Oliva Leather
Portland Armchair_Smoked Oak

Portland Side Chair_Smoked Oak



Designed & Made in Australia

Portland Coffee Tables

Portland
Coffee Tables

The shoreline collects the rise and fall of vast oceans, 
the rocks providing protection to the headland



The Portland Coffee Tables reference the rocky outcrops 
that hug the shoreline, the connection and contours of 
the bays uniting land and ocean.

Handcrafted, the three solid oak legs result in a gentle 
curve that cradles a solid oak or ceramic top. Available in 
two heights, the curvature of the legs allows the tables to 
interlink, so the coffee tables present as a unified piece 
or a dynamic cluster of varying sizes and finishes.

Portland Coffee Table_39cm_Smoked Oak
Portland Coffee Table_31cm _City Lacquer



Designed & Made in Australia

Portland Arc Coffee Table

Portland
Arc Coffee Table

Vessels find safe anchorage as quiet bays  
of fer protection from rough waters



The Portland Arc Coffee Table draws inspiration from the 
scenic bays found in the region. Its graceful, curved legs 
reference the protection offered to ships amidst rough 
waters, the shape of the tabletop paying homage to the 
vessels that found secure anchorage in the harbor. 

The Arc Coffee Table echoes the silhouette of the Arc 
Dining Table, featuring inset legs, rounded corner details 
and generously sized tabletop. The timber legs can be 
paired with a solid oak or ceramic top, finished in a 
natural stain or lacquer.

Portland Arc Coffee Table_Smoked Oak



Dining Tables Dimensions (cm)

Dimensions (cm)Coffee Tables

Coffee Table (Ceramic)

Arc Coffee Table (Ceramic)

Coffee Table (Timber)

Arc Coffee Table (Timber)

31
100

PO-CT33-T

101

100

PO-CT33-C

101

39
100

PO-CT39-C

101

100

PO-CT39-T

101

80

160

80

160

Available in Natural, Light Walnut, Smoked Oak, 
Exhibition, City, Mangrove, Ocean & Larsen, 
Amaranto or Muschio Ceramic Top

Available in Natural, Light Walnut, 
Smoked Oak & Exhibition

31

Dimensions (cm)Dining Chairs

Armchair

Side Chair

PO-CT31-AR-CPO-CT31-AR-T

80

80

48

48

PO-AC

56

55

48

48

PO-DC

Guide Only This is an indicative guide only. Please refer to physical Kett samples for a more accurate representation of actual finishes.

110

350

75

PO-T350-T

75 110

PO-T300-T

300

75

PO-T240-T

240

110

120

420

75

PO-T420-T 

Finishes Palette

Light WalnutNatural ExhibitionSmoked Oak Larsen MuschioMangrove Ocean AmarantoCity

Arc Dining Table

Available in Natural, Light Walnut, 
Smoked Oak & Exhibition

On request, tabletops can be made in two 
pieces for homes with reduced access.

Pedestal Table

150

75

PO-T150-T
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The Portland Collection

Kett

kettfurniture.com.au
@kettfurniture on Instagram

Exclusive to Cosh Living

coshliving.com.au
enquiries@coshliving.com.au

Melbourne
Sydney

Brisbane
Perth

Showroom Locations

As the sunlight fades below the 
horizon, a gentle arc emerges  

as the land meets the sea


